Lyons Mill Elementary School

Color Selection | Uniform Item
--- | ---
Lime Green, Blue, White | Polo Shirts
Khaki or Navy Blue | Shorts or Skorts
Khaki or Navy Blue | Pants

Lyons Mill Elementary School Explorers Uniform

Greetings Parents and Guardians of Lyons Mill Elementary School Students:

Lyons Mill Elementary School PTA, in collaboration with our school, is pleased to support a voluntary school uniform dress code. Uniform dress means that students are dressed in a similar fashion, but not identically. You have the option of purchasing uniform items from any vendor who meets your needs. Suggested vendors include: Super Kids, Target, Kohl’s, Walmart, JC Penney, The GAP, Old Navy, or Burlington Coat Factory.

Uniform dress is highly recommended for all students. Your support and cooperation is greatly appreciated as we strive towards higher standards. One demonstration of a standard of success is wearing a uniform at Lyons Mill Elementary School. Thank you!!